let g(z) = IlLi (z-Zk), zk = eia", 0=ax<a2< ■ ■ ■ <an<2ir; let y,(x,<y,<x,+i, s = l, 2, • • • , n -\) be such that /(y") is an extremum; The corresponding questions for the maximum values of zZ\f(y«) I and 23|g(e'3s)| have been answered by P. Erdos1 and R. Breusch;2 the maximum is 2n in both cases, with exceptions in the second case for small values of n, if the condition \zk\ =1 is relaxed to |zjt| gl.
Erdos himself proved several years ago,3 that |/(1)| • |/( -1)|
• HslJ |/(y«)| is maximal if fix) is a Legendre polynomial.
In Part 2 of the present paper, it will be shown that y 1/(1)1 +yl/(-D| +EI/(y.)| = -' with equality if and only if fix) is a Tschebyschef polynomial. Parts 1 and 3 contain proofs that ri".i |g(e*|3'0| =2n, with equality if and only if giz) -zn -eiy, and that zJt-i |g(e^*)| ^ 2«, with equality if and only if either g(z) =zn -ei7, or, in the case of even n, giz) = (Z»/2_e<7).(2»/2-e<«).
(1) Let P(a, (3) stand for n n n n n i g(eif>") i = n n i «*• -^ i = n i k^) i , where h(z) = IT"_i iz~e®')-\&iei9')\ 1S maximal; and if Pia, S) is to be maximal, then each |^(e'a*)| must also be a maximum. Thus 
«-i 2
Now we consider the 2ra differences Aaj, = at+i -a* for k = 1,2, ■ • • , n -1, Aa" s 27r -an, Aft = ft+i -ft for 5 = 1, 2, ■ • • , n -1, Aft = 2tt + ft -ft.
Since the equations (I) and (II) are symmetric in the ak and ft, we may assume, without loss of generality, that Aai=a2 -ai=a2 is the smallest of these 2ra differences. By our choice of the coordinate directions, «i = 0. It follows from (II), with k -1 and k = 2, that Aft " ft -«2
/ j cot -= 0, and 2-i cot-= 0-j=i 2 ,_i 2
We write the second equation in the form 23*-o cot ((|8«+i -oc2)/2) =0, and subtract it from the first equation:
Since cot ra-cot u = sin (» -ra)/sin rasin d, this may be written in the
ra -l;sin (ft+i-ft -a2)/2^0fors = l, 2, • • • ,ra -1, since by assumption ft+i -ft ^ a2. [October Thus each term in the sum is non-negative. Also, sin (ft-a2)j2 <0, and sin (ft -a2 -ft)/2 = 0, since
and by assumption, A/3"^a2. Therefore the first term in (III) is also non-negative. It follows that each term must be zero, and this implies that Aft = a2, for 5 = 1, 2, • • ■ , w. Since 22"-i Aft = 2ir, this means that wa2 = 27r, a2 = 2ir/n; and since Aak^a2, and 2^*-i Aak = 2ir, this implies that Aak = 2w/n, for k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Thus the only possible maximum of P(a, B) occurs when aA = i2ir/n) ■ ik -1), g(z)=z" -1; or, if we drop the condition that cti = 0, g(z) must be of the form g(z) = z" -eiy.
In this case, |g ( In this development, use has been made of the fact that/'(x) cannot change its sign except at x = y" 5 = 1, 2, • • • , ra -1. Our problem is now to find a polynomial of degree ra, with leading coefficient 1, and all roots real and between -1 and 1, such that /L11 /' (x) | dx is as small as possible. With x = cos 9, dx= -sin 9d9, 25 = /j|/'(cos 9)\ sin 9-d9
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use = /j|/'(cos 6) sin d\ dO. /'(cos 0) =w cosn-10+lower powers of cos 0; cos"-10 = 2-(n-2)-cos (w-l)0+terms with cos kd, Og*k<n-l. Thus Therefore the only nonvanishing term in the integral is the one resulting from sin2 (nd), and thus 4 T 11 25 > -w 2-<"-1> -, 5 >-ir 2 _ 2""1 Equality is possible if and only if the two factors under the integral change signs at exactly the same points. The second factor, and the first term in the first factor, change signs when 6 -kw/n, ft = 1, 2, • • • , n -1. Thus h(8), the sum of the remaining terms of the first factor, must also vanish for 6 = kw/n, ft = l,2, • • • , n -1. Since all the terms of h(9) are of the form am sin (md), h(6) is an odd function; it follows that h(6) vanishes at the 2« points ft7r/w, ft=0, 1, • • ■ , 2« -1; but all the m are less than n, and therefore h(6) can have not more than 2n -2 zeros in 0 ^6<2ir, unless h(8) is identically equal to zero. is a polynomial of degree re, with leading coefficient 1, and which has ra real zeros between -1 and 1; in this case 2~1ft\\f'ix)| dx really represents the sum
Thus it is seen that 5^ra/2n_1, with equality if and only if /(x) = (1/2"_1) [P,(x 
where P is a real constant of absolute value not greater than 1.
(3) Let g(z), Zk -eiak, and ft have the meanings assigned in the in- 
